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Highland Collegiate Bowling – Results – Midwest Collegiate Tier 1 – Wauwatosa, Wi 
 
The Highland Men’s Team hit the lanes this past weekend for the first “major” tournament of the year, The 48th 
Annual Midwest Collegiate Championships in Wauwatosa, Wi.  This tournament annually is used as a barometer 
as to where the team is at this early point in the season, as we have had a month of practice and have competed 
in one tournament so far… so how do we match up to some of the best teams in the nation? 
 
It is always intimidating at this tournament as being a community college and fielding only Freshman and 
Sophomores, many of our bowlers have never witnessed the caliber of teams that they do in this event. 
Regardless, we are there to knock down pins just like everyone else… and we know how to do that. 
 
The event this year was yielding some higher scoring and we fared “ok” in day #1 after 6 games of qualifying, 
finding ourselves in 19th of 40 Top Teams. We always have our sights on a few teams that we like to measure up 
against – due to the fact that we will be bowling with them throughout the year and also, possibly, for an NJCAA 
National Championship.  After Day 1, we felt we left some opportunities slip by due to a “not very good” spare 
shooting performance. It was the hope that during the 16 games of Baker on Sunday we could make up those 
pins and move up the standings as a “Top 20” would be a solid performance at this time of year with this young 
team. 
 
Baker games proved to be disappointing. Poor shot making and bad spare shooting were our Achilles heel and 
we ended up dropping from 19th to 24th.  While this is still a solid performance and will gain us some nice points 
in the collegiate ranking, we expect to do better and will need to work harder to get to that point. More 
importantly, While we finished above some strong collegiate teams, we ended behind some teams that we 
know we are better than, thus there is a little more motivation to step up the focus in practice and fare better in 
the upcoming weeks. 
 
We have received our first shipment of Brunswick equipment at the time of this writing, and we are looking 
forward to getting this equipment in our hands and knocking down more pins in Milwaukee next weekend for 
the Great lakes Bowling Conference Event (10/13-10/14) alongwith our Lady Cougar teammates. 
 
The final results are posted below. 



 


